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KEY FIGURES

22 Cluster partners

People

Funding

Total funding required:

$58.0 M
Funded: 11%

Source:

KEY DATES

21/7/2021: Somalia National Shelter Cluster
Coordination Meeting

KEY LINKS

4W dashboard
HumanitarianResponse .info

HIGHLIGHTS

- About 1028 households have been evicted by AS and arrived in Berdale.
91% of them do not have shelter.

-3,500 households have been displaced due to conflict in Dollow
district. 29% of them are living in the open.

- over 2,000 households have been displaced in Wisil town to
Hobyo town.

- 1,300 households have been evicted from Farjano IDP sites in Bossaso.

- The Shelter Cluster joined a mission in Wajid where there has not been any
shelter assistance provided in the recent years.

NFI (Total)
Targeted:
2.4 M
Reached: 8%

Shelter (Total)
Targeted:
2.3 M
Reached: 5%

COVERAGE AGAINST TARGETS

NEED ANALYSIS

Around 3.2 million people need shelter and NFI assistance in Somalia. According to
PRMN report, conflict and drought has displaced over 537,000 people between
January and July 2021. The IDPs have arrived mostly in Banadir, Baidoa, Jowhar,
Beletweyne, Luuq, Doolow, and Xudur districts. They urgently need emergency
shelter and NFI according to partner assessments.

RESPONSE

Cumulatively in 2021, the Shelter Cluster partners have reached 180,005
individuals (8%) of 2.3 Million targeted with NFI assistance, and 124,507
individuals (5%) of the 2.4 million targeted with shelter assistance.

GAPS / CHALLENGES

There are 5,500 NFI kits and 2,000 shelter kits in stock stock countrywide.
This is not sufficient to respond to the shelter and NFI needs of the newly
displaced population as well as the needs of the IDPs living in protracted
situation.
Funding is urgently required to respond to the displacements and to pre-
position the NFI and shelter items for potential displacements in near future.

https://shelter-cluster-somalia.github.io/5WSC/#loc=&mod=&par=&mon=&crs=&bnf=&prg=&pbn=&don=&reg=&dis=&org=&rub=&pcm=&crf=&sta=Completed&yea=2021&cat=SHELTER
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/somalia/emergency-shelter-and-nfi
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/details/88144



